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In order to study the traveling wave effect and combined site effect of long-span steel tube concrete-filled arch bridge, a 400-m span
bridge of the same type is taken as an example, and a large-mass time-history analysis method with multipoint input of recorded
seismic waves is used. A total of 11 kinds of traveling wave excitations and 9 kinds of combined site excitations under 4 types of
typical sites are carried out to calculate the structural response, and the chord axial force ratio and displacement changes are
compared and analyzed. The results show that the long-span arch bridge also has nonuniform seismic excitation conditions in the
lateral and vertical directions, and the spatial effect of the structural response is significant; under the traveling wave excitation, the
change of the axial force ratio of the chord has a certain periodicity, and it is not the larger the axial force ratio is, the larger the axial
force ratio is; the X direction has a significant influence, the maximum axial force ratio of the vault under the design condition is
6.26, and the changes in the Y and Z directions are relatively gentle, but there are still nearly two times the working condition; after
the same amplitude modulation of different recorded waves, under the uniform excitation, the axial force is similar, but the
displacement is quite different; under the unidirectional traveling wave excitation, the displacement in the X and Z directions
shows an accelerating and increasing trend toward the vault. When it is relatively consistent under the unidirectional combined site
excitation, and the axial force ratio changes under small and then increases, the L/4–3L/8 segment has a significant impact; the axial
force ratio changes are the combined site excitation in different directions are spatially random; three under the combined site
excitation. The axial force ratio in the orthogonal direction changes greatly. When the hard field is transformed into the soft field,
the axial force ratio decreases, and the displacement increases continuously.

1. Introduction

In civil engineering, concrete-filled arch bridge (CFST) con-
structions have been studied and used for a very long time.
The cross-section is a particular kind of steel–concrete com-
bination, where the concrete is packed tightly inside the steel
tube, enhancing the tube wall’s compressive stability and
efficiently utilizing steel’s high strength; concurrently, the
core concrete is subjected to the tube wall’s hoop action,
which significantly increases its ductility and compressive
strength, making the brittle failure-prone concrete possesses
elastic–plastic properties. The composite structure’s stress
state has changed qualitatively as a result of the performance

enhancement [1]. A thrust construction that produces hori-
zontal forces at the arch foot when vertical loads are applied
is an arch bridge. The primary load-bearing element is the
main arch ring, and it has a high-stress efficiency and
completely utilizes the section material’s strength in an axial
or mild eccentric compression stress state [2]. An effective
composite stress system is created by the steel tube concrete
arch bridge, which combines the highly efficient composite
cross-section with the arch ribs primarily under pressure in
structural construction. This makes this kind of bridge more
popular [3], and advancements in both the span and quantity
of construction have been made with engineering applica-
tions across China. More than 490 steel tube concrete arch
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bridges were under construction and finished in China as of
the end of 2022. The Pingnan Third Bridge is a 575-m long
through steel tube concrete highway arch bridge that was
finished and made operational in 2020. Presently the largest
highway and railway steel tube concrete arch bridge in the
world, the Zangmu Bridge is a 490m through steel tube
railway arch bridge that was finished and opened to traffic
in 2021. The deck-type steel tube concrete truss arch bridge
in valleys or canyon areas has exceptional seismic and wind
resistance performance, strong permeability, reasonable
structural stress, good terrain adaptability, and is relatively
less expensive than cable-bearing structures. The type of
bridge is highly competitive [4].

The process of ground motion involves a great deal of
spatiotemporal variation. Large-span bridge seismic design
requires consideration of both the spatial variation charac-
teristics of ground motion as well as its time-varying char-
acteristics [5, 6]. The large-span deck steel tube concrete arch
bridge has a greater eccentricity in relation to the arch seat
and continuously varies in cross-sectional centroid positions.
It stretches simultaneously in both span and height dimen-
sions. When nonuniform inputs are applied, the seismic
response becomes more spatial, and the structural mass dis-
tribution becomes extremely discontinuous. With the con-
struction of the Pingnan Third Bridge [7], the composite
structure of “circular diaphragm wall+ reinforced pebble
layer” was utilized for the first time as the foundation for
long-span arch bridges, establishing a precedent for the
building of this kind of bridge in weak strata. As a result, it
seems that there is substantial study value to both the com-
bined site effect and the traveling wave effect. Numerous
researchers have studied how large-span arch bridges react
to nonuniform seismic inputs in the last few years. Through
steel truss arch bridges’ seismic response to traveling waves
was examined using the large mass method in literatures
[8, 9]. The results showed that traveling waves have a certain
impact on the seismic response of large-span steel arch
bridges, and the phase difference increases, and the traveling
wave effect becomes more significant; Zhang et al. [10] stud-
ied the pseudo static and dynamic components of a 490-m
railway steel truss arch bridge under the traveling wave effect,
and the results showed that the seismic response of the trav-
eling wave effect was significantly affected; literatures
[11–14] analyzed the traveling wave effect of CFST arch

bridges, and the results showed that the traveling wave effect
has a significant impact on the seismic response of concrete
arch bridges, especially on the arch crown section; Wang
et al. [15] analyzed the nonuniform seismic response of steel
tube concrete arch bridges, and the results showed that the
influence of local site effects is greater than that of traveling
wave effects and partial coherence effects; Li et al. [16] con-
ducted a study on the dynamic response of a steel tube con-
crete arch bridge under nonuniform seismic inputs, and the
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FIGURE 2: Typical cross-section of the main arch ring (unit: m).

FIGURE 3: Full bridge finite element model.
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FIGURE 1: Half main bridge facade (unit: m).
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results showed that the influence of spatial variability under
multidimensional inputs on the seismic reliability of the steel
tube concrete arch bridge cannot be ignored; Li et al. [17]
used OpenSEES software to artificially synthesize spatially
nonuniform seismic waves, and studied the incoherence
effect, site effect, and traveling wave effect of ground motion
for a continuous beam arch composite bridge. The response
of steel tube concrete arch bridges to spatially varying ground
motion, including local field effects, was studied by Bi et al.
[18]. The traveling wave effect of a through steel tube con-
crete arch bridge was analyzed using the mass analysis
method by Ma et al. [19], and the seismic damping effect
of MR dampers under multisupport seismic excitation was
examined by Zheng et al. [20]. Soyluk [21] found that the
spatial variability effect of seismic waves had a significant
influence on the structural response when he investigated
the random vibration computation methods for large-span
bridges under multipoint excitation. In conclusion, due to
the different distances and angles between the arch base and
the seismic source, the large-span arch bridge must receive
different variations in the frequency spectrum and phase of
the seismic input waves. The surface propagation medium is
also incredibly unpredictable. The nonuniform seismic input
that occurs at the arch base will also have distinct effects on
the structural reaction [22, 23].

An example used in this study is a 400-m-deck steel-tube
concrete highway arch bridge located in China’s northwest
seismic area. The structural response calculations were

carried out for a total of 11 types of traveling wave inputs and
9 types of combined site inputs for 4 typical sites, using the
mass time history analysis method with multiple input
points and the typical site recorded waves corrected for effec-
tive peak acceleration in the safety assessment report. Anal-
yses of displacement variations and the chord-axial force
ratio were carried out, along with studies of the traveling
wave and combined site effects of this kind of bridge.

2. Bridge Model and Dynamic Characteristics

2.1. Bridge Overview. A particular highway bridge’s basic
structure is a 1-net 400-m-long steel tube concrete arch
bridge with an arch axis coefficient of 1.55, a net rise height
of f0= 80m, and a net rise span ratio of f0/L0= 1/5. The main
arch ring uses a space truss structure with equal width and
height variation of four limbs steel tube concrete double arch
ribs; the arch crown changes from 7.5 to 14m at the arch
foot; the transverse center distance of the truss ribs is 18m;
Arch rib chord adopts Ф1,300-mm rolled welded steel tube
filled with C60 self-compacting shrinkage compensating
concrete, with web members made of Ф914 and Ф711 fin-
ished seamless steel tube; the bridge deck system uses (1× 40
+ 12× 30+ 1× 40) m steel bottom plate corrugated web con-
crete bridge deck composite beam; the columns on the arch
are made of diagonal batten four limb steel tube lattice col-
umns; the arch and abutment adopt an expanded founda-
tion; the construction uses a cable-stayed buckle hanging+

TABLE 1: Peak acceleration correction value.

Seismic wave Main direction peak acceleration (g) Safety assessment peak acceleration (g) Correction factor Abbreviation

EL Centro 0.36

0.415

1.163 E
Taft 0.18 2.315 T
Hollywood 0.06 7.007 H
San Fernando 0.32 1.316 S
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Time, t (s)
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FIGURE 5: Corrected EL Centro 3D seismic waves.

TABLE 2: Apparent velocity and delay.

Working condition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Apparent velocity v/(m/s) 150 200 250 375 500 650 800 1200 1600 2000 4000 ∞
Delay (t/s) 2.67 2.00 1.60 1.07 0.80 0.62 0.50 0.33 0.25 0.20 0.10 0
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cable suction method. the chord uses Q390D; the remaining
chord uses Q355D. The horizontal basic seismic peak accel-
eration is 02 g, the site characteristic period is 0.45 s, the site
category is Class I, the fortification intensity is VIII, and the
fortification category is Class A. The main bridge’s structural
layout is depicted in Figures 1 and 2, which show the typical
cross-section of the main arch ring.

2.2. Finite Element Model. With MIDAS/CIVIL software, a
spatial finite element model for a bridge is created. The com-
bined modulus of the unified theory is used to calculate the
axial compression and shear modulus of the steel tube con-
crete section; the structural mass is concentrated into three
directions of space, and a large mass of nodes is added at the
constraint of the arch foot; plate elements are used to simu-
late the bridge deck, while spatial beam elements are used to
simulate the remaining members. High-damping rubber
bearings are used on the top of the column and the junction
pier, while fixed limitations are used on the bottom and arch
foot of the pier. As per the stiffness calculation using general
connection simulation, the steel tube concrete structure’s
damping ratio is determined to be 0.03 [24]. The bridge’s
spatial finite element model is displayed in Figure 3.

3. Dynamic Equation and Seismic Wave Input

3.1. Mass Method Dynamic Equation. By fastening a mass
matrix to the structural support nodes, the large mass tech-
nique attaches a force time history input to the system [18].
The extra massM0 is typically 10

6 times the structure’s entire
mass. On the support node, the inertial force is transformed
into a time-history external force by relaxing the transla-
tional displacement constraint in one input direction [16].
The dynamic balance equation is as follows:

Mss 0

0 Mbb þM0

" #
üs

üb

( )
þ Css 0

0 Cbb

" #
u̇s

u̇b

( )

þ Kss Ksb

Kbs Kbb

" #
us

ub

( )
¼ 0

F

" #
¼

0

Mss üg

" #
;

ð1Þ

where M;C;K is the mass matrix, damping matrix, and
stiffness matrix; üb; u̇b; ub is the acceleration, velocity, and
displacement of the supporting node; üs; u̇s; us is the
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FIGURE 6: Axial force ratio diagram of chord excited by traveling wave in X direction: (a) upper chord (Nmax); (b) lower chord (Nmax); (c)
upper chord (Nmin); (d) lower chord (Nmin).
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structural acceleration, velocity, and displacement; Fb is the
time history force applied to the additional mass point; üg is
the ground acceleration. The subscripts bb, ss, and sb repre-
sent the degrees of freedom of the supporting nodes, struc-
tural degrees of freedom, and their coupled degrees of
freedom.

Extending Equation (1)’s second line produces the fol-
lowing:

M0 üb þMbb üb þ Cbbu̇b þ Kbbub ¼M0 üg: ð2Þ

Under M0 ≫Mbb, the acceleration of the supporting
node in Equation (2) is compatible with the input ground
acceleration, i.e., üb ≈ üg when the mass M0 üg is signifi-
cantly larger than the other elements in the equation, obtain-
ing absolute acceleration input.

The bridge weighs 1.5× 105 kg in total, plus an extra 1.5
× 1011 kg at the arch node. This is achieved by releasing three
orthogonal translational degrees of freedom and applying a
time history force M0 üg in the corresponding direction.

The acceleration time history of seismic waves can be
transformed into an external force time history by building
a dynamic finite element model with mass nodes. To

calculate the structural reaction to nonuniform inputs, seis-
mic waves of the same type, with various arrival timings or
with distinct site types, might be input at separate support
points.

3.2. Traveling Wave and Combined Site Input. Longitudinal
bridge input in the horizontal plane, or a displacement differ-
ence Li on the bridge axis, is typically taken into account when
discussing the nonuniform input of large-span bridges. On
the other hand, traveling wave effects might affect the bridge’s
horizontal and vertical planes due to changes in the relative
positions of the source and the bridge space. Seismic waves
and their propagation medium are highly unpredictable. As
illustrated in Figure 4, the seismic input displacement differ-
ential Li will fluctuate if the seismic source is able to shift in a
transverse, vertical, and horizontal plane around the bridge’s
arch foot. Nonetheless, the rate at which various media prop-
agate at various locations also varies. Consequently, in each of
the three orthogonal planes of space, there will be a traveling
wave displacement difference. The input displacement differ-
ence between the horizontal and vertical directions of the
bridge can also be investigated based on the values along
the bridge direction because the same set of recorded waves
is orthogonal.
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FIGURE 7: Axial force ratio diagram of chord excited by traveling wave in Y direction: (a) upper chord (Nmax); (b) lower chord (Nmax); (c)
upper chord (Nmin); (d) lower chord (Nmin).
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When a long-span arch bridge has a fragile soil base on
one side, the composite structure is employed. The nonuni-
form input of the long-span arch bridge site under the com-
bined site conditions is a design condition since the two
arches of the structure are positioned in various types of sites.
Consequently, the nonuniform inputs in the combined field
are studied along with the traveling waves in the X (longitu-
dinal), Y (transverse), and Z (vertical) directions.

3.3. Seismic Wave Selection. Waves collected by EL Centro
are chosen as the input waves for the traveling wave impacts
analysis based on the availability of strong earthquake
recordings. For the combined site effect analysis, typical
recorded waves from EL Centro, Taft, Hollywood, and San
Fernando were chosen as input waves based on the categories
of hard soil, medium hard soil, soft soil, and soft soil sites.
The peak acceleration value in the main direction is cor-
rected by amplitude, and the unified correction value is
applied for other directions based on the effective peak accel-
eration of 0.415 with a 2% likelihood of exceedance (E2 level)
in the seismic safety assessment for 50 years. Table 1 displays
the peak acceleration correction values, and Figure 5 displays
the corrected EL Centro 3D seismic waves.

4. Multiway Traveling Wave Effect

The corrected 3D EI Centro recorded waves are input at the
arch node for analysis, and the structural reaction is com-
puted using the mass multipoint input time history analysis
method. Twelve types of apparent wave velocities are chosen,
namely 150, 200, 250, 375, 500, 650, 800, 1,200, 1,600, 2,000,
4,000, and∞ (i.e., uniform input), based on the typical shear
wave velocities divided by site type. Table 2 displays the
hysteresis time at the input position. The hysteresis time t
is determined by dividing the apparent wave velocity by the
input displacement difference.

The chord produces alternating tension and pressure
during an earthquake, and the structural reaction values
are separated into two working conditions for discussion:
Nmax and Nmin. For structural design purposes, the equiva-
lent envelope value can be utilized, as the tension is positive
and the compression is negative.

4.1. Axial Force Response. Variable n is defined as the ratio of
axial force between traveling wave input and uniform input
to make comparison and explanation of changes in structural
response easier. As indicated by Table 2, a total of 11
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FIGURE 8: Axial force ratio diagram of chord excited by traveling wave in Z direction: (a) upper chord (Nmax); (b) lower chord (Nmax); (c)
upper chord (Nmin); (d) lower chord (Nmin).
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operating conditions were examined; the uniform input is
found in operating condition 12.

Figures 6–8 show that the axial force ratio fluctuates
randomly with two or more peaks under the X-direction
traveling wave input, but overall, it is greater than 1. The
arch crown section’s maximum axial force ratio is 8.2, while
the maximum value of the other sections is approximately 6.
Under design circumstances, the arch crown’s maximum

axial force ratio is 6.26. The axial force ratio fluctuates with
apparent wave speed in a smooth manner under the
Y-direction traveling wave input. There is also some ran-
domness in the fluctuation of the axial force ratio between
the upper and lower chords of the same section under vari-
ous working conditions; it can vary from a minimum of 0.51
to a maximum of 1.56. Under the design working condition
L/8, the maximum axial force ratio is 1.27. With three or
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FIGURE 9: Displacement diagram of chord under traveling wave excitation: (a) Z-direction displacement under X-direction input; (b)
Y-direction displacement under Y-direction input; (c) Z-direction displacement under Z-direction input.

TABLE 3: Combined site input table.

Working condition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Input combination E–E E–T E–H E–S T–T T–H T–S H–H H–S S–S
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more peaks, the random variation of the chord axial force
ratio with the change in apparent wave speed is more notice-
able under the Z-direction traveling wave input. Every sector
has a somewhat steady trend of changes, with a maximum
value of 2.45 and a minimum value of 0.57. Under design
settings, the arch foot’s maximum axial force ratio is 1.75.

Overall, the axial force ratio greatly alters and is
impacted by the X-direction traveling wave input; the axial
force ratio varies rather smoothly under the Z- and
Y-direction traveling wave input and the arch foot section
has a reasonably large influence; the response shows spatial
heterogeneity.

4.2. Displacement Response. The bending moment of a single
chord cannot accurately represent the total bending impact
of the main arch because this bridge is a variable cross-
section truss arch structure. Given that the displacement
changes of the upper and lower chords under the Nmax and
Nmin working conditions under unidirectional seismic input
are comparatively comparable, the bending moment changes
are reflected by the upper chord displacement under theNmin

working condition. Analyze the displacement in the Z direc-
tion under the X and Z direction input, and analyze the
displacement in the Y direction under the Y direction input.

The data presented in Figure 9 illustrates that, under the
traveling wave in the X-direction, the displacement of the
arch foot towards the arch crown increases gradually as
the apparent wave velocity decreases, leading to a rapid
increase in the arch crown with a significant displacement
impact; in the Y-direction, the displacement of the arch foot
toward the arch crown first decreases and then increases,
with a significant effect of L/4–3L/8 in the 200–500m/s
range; in the Z-direction, the displacement changes ran-
domly, and the L/8–arch crown rapidly increases when it
changes from 200 to 800m/s; the displacement response
exhibits spatial variability, and the displacement of the
arch crown under design conditions in the X and Z direc-
tions has increased about two times.

5. Combined Site Effects

The E–E, T–T, H–H, and S–S operating conditions are four
identical site inputs, while the other combinations are com-
bined inputs from separate sites, it is to input seismic waves
of different site types to the arch. The combined site inputs
are displayed in Table 3.

5.1. Axial Force Response. The standard value (condition 1) is
the axial force value under the same input of EI Centro; the
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FIGURE 10: Axial force ratio diagram of chord excited by local field incentives in X direction: (a) upper chord (Nmax); (b) lower chord (Nmax);
(c) upper chord (Nmin); (d) lower chord (Nmin).
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variable n is defined as the ratio of the axial force value under
different combined inputs to the standard value. There are
nine different working conditions, as shown in Table 3, and
the mass multipoint input time history analysis approach is
used to determine the structural reaction.

As seen in Figures 10–12, it is evident that:

(1) The axial force ratio of the L/8 section and arch foot
changes dramatically under the input in the X direc-
tion, reaching maximum values of 6.9 and 7.6. In
other parts, the changes are more gradual.

(2) Each chord segment’s axial force ratio dramatically
increases in response to Y-direction input, with
the arch foot section exhibiting the highest value
of 5.13.

(3) The axial force ratios of the L/4 and 3L/8 sections
vary relatively smoothly, with the arch crown section
showing the largest shift at 8.34, whereas the axial
force ratios of the arch foot, L/8, and arch crown
sections change dramatically under the Z-direction
input.

Overall, the axial force ratio under the three orthogonal
directions of uniform input is reasonably similar, following
the same amplitude modulation of seismic waves for various
site types, as indicated by the position of the wave trough in
the figure. The axial force ratio is greater than 1 under the
other input combinations; the axial force ratio varies at a
relatively consistent pace at each chord section, but the
amplitude of variation varies randomly under different input
combinations; the overall changes occur in three bands, with
peaks at the input of adjacent combinations; the axial force
difference between the combined input lower chord is less
the softer the soil on the site.

5.2. Displacement Response. How the top chord’s displace-
ment varies when a single direction local field is paired with
Nmin working condition is examined. The Z-direction dis-
placement under the input of X and Z directions and the
Y-direction displacement under the input of Y directions are
analyzed.

Figure 13 illustrates this; when input is applied in the X
direction, the arch foot’s direction towards the arch crown
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FIGURE 11: Axial force ratio diagram of chord excited by local field incentives in Y direction: (a) upper chord (Nmax); (b) lower chord (Nmax);
(c) upper chord (Nmin); (d) lower chord (Nmin).
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exhibits a periodic change with the input transformation of
the combined site; however, the amplitude increases quickly,
and the arch crown’s displacement has a significant impact;
when input is applied in the Y direction, the arch foot’s
change to the L/8 section is gentle, but the L/8 to the arch
crown section exhibits a periodic increase in amplitude, and
the arch crown’s displacement has a significant impact;
When input is applied in the Z direction, the L/4 to arch
crown section displays a periodic increase in amplitude,
which increases quickly in the combination of medium to
weak fields and has a significant impact.

6. Conclusion

(1) Large-span structures have nonuniform seismic
input circumstances of traveling waves and uneven
sites in both horizontal and vertical inputs. Seismic
waves and propagation medium are also random.
The axial force ratio and displacement changes of
each chord segment under different operating cir-
cumstances have spatial features when the input is
nonuniform.

(2) When the amplitude modulation is applied evenly
to various recorded waves, the axial force of the
lower chord is identical. The chord’s axial force ratio
varies randomly and periodically in response to
traveling wave input. It is not true that the axial
force ratio increases with increasing lag time; rather,
the axial force ratio varies substantially with input in
the X direction and is relatively gradual with input
in the Y and Z directions. The axial force of the arch
rib is significantly affected by the traveling wave
input.

(3) The displacement of the arch foot toward the arch
crown increases gradually with the decreasing appar-
ent wave velocity under the input of traveling waves
in the X and Z directions, with the arch crown dis-
placement having the greatest influence under the
Y-direction traveling wave input, the L/4–3L/8 seg-
ment has a significant influence, initially decreasing
and then increasing; under the unidirectional travel-
ing wave input, each displacement change exhibits a
specific trend, but the changing trends in the three
directions are inconsistent.
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FIGURE 12: Axial force ratio diagram of chord excited by local field incentives in Z direction: (a) upper chord (Nmax); (b) lower chord (Nmax);
(c) upper chord (Nmin); (d) lower chord (Nmin).
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(4) The axial force ratio varies at a reasonably consistent
pace under single-direction combined field inputs,
and it varies at a somewhat random pace at each
section under different-direction combined field
inputs; the axial force ratio changes significantly
and significantly impacts the system.

(5) The displacement of the chord increases gradually under
the nonuniform input of the combined site, from the
arch foot to the arch crown, with the arch crown being
themost significant; the displacement change amplitude
increases sequentially when the hard field transforms
into the weak field, and the influence of the weak field
is significant; and the displacement continuously
increases when the hard field transforms into the weak

field following the same amplitude modulation input of
seismic waves from various types of sites.

The horizontal and vertical traveling wave effects of large-
span deck steel tube concrete arch bridges are inconsistent
under high seismic region building conditions, the axial force
of the chord increases significantly in different sites of the
arch, and the adaptation selection of arch bridges should be
carefully examined.

Data Availability

If necessary, please contact the author to provide rele-
vant data.
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